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1.)  It was a year of learning as many executives were new to their positions.  PAC 
maintained the level of involvement and support. 

2.) Much focus was on road safety, with a parent presentation early in the year.  This was 
followed up by many other meetings – some with city and school district staff and some 
within PAC.  A road safety letter was sent out to raise awareness.  A new sub-committee 
has been formed to continue to follow up on the road safety issues at the school. 

3.) PAC Supported the Library calendar project (approx. $550).  PAC ended up donating the 
funds instead of providing the start-up money as the cost of the calendars was 
miscalculated. 

4.) PAC put on the Scholastic book fair with funds raised going to the library in the form of 
books (approx. $1000). 

5.) PAC put on a hot lunch every month, including a trial of Chinese food which was well 
received.   

6.) PAC revived the Facebook page which is reaching more parents.  
7.) PAC continued with Purdy’s and Loveable Labels as fundraisers. 
8.) PAC ran the Christmas Craft Fair as a fundraiser (~$750), and coordinated with the 

school regarding the different stations at it. 
9.) PAC purchased serving supplies and utensils for hot lunches. 
10.) PAC had a representative at DPAC meetings who gave a report back. 
11.) PAC supported the primary Santa visit, and a gift for Santa. 
12.) PAC supported the Christmas Production (~$200). 
13.) PAC assisted with the yearbook printing and payment (note this is not a 

fundraiser).  
14.) PAC paid for the Buddy Bench (approx. $700). 
15.) PAC provided hot chocolate and whipped cream for spirit week and volunteers 

to serve. 
16.) PAC supported the Grade 7 Grad (approx. $350). 
17.) PAC held a teacher appreciation year end lunch (approx. $400). 
18.) PAC had many volunteers from within and is still working to recruit helpers 

outside of PAC meetings.  


